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STRENGTH TO GO THE DISTANCE
Now in development, ONYX™ uses Dermoskeleton™ 
technology to counteract overstress on the lower back 
and legs. It supports and boosts leg capacity for phys-
ically demanding tasks that require lifting or dragging 
heavy loads, holding tools or equipment, repetitive or 
continuous kneeling or squatting, crawling, walking 
long distances, walking with load, walking up or down 
hills, or carrying loads on stairs. When human strength 
is challenged, ONYX makes the difference, reducing 
muscle fatigue, increasing endurance, and reducing 
injury.

Over time, soldiers, first responders, and industrial 
workers can be affected or disabled by stresses 
from load carriage, repetitive motion, or mobility in 
challenging operating scenarios. This work can result in 
severe injuries that require extended rehabilitation or 
specialized care provided by the agencies that employ 
them. ONYX reduces the incidence and impact of lower 
body injuries for those who must work in unforgiving 
environments. 

How ONYX Works
ONYX is a powered exoskeleton that applies 
Dermoskeleton technology licensed from B-TEMIA Inc. 
It combines rigid and flexible structures that conform to 
the human body. Sensors distributed on the exoskeleton 
report speed, direction, and angle of movement to an 
on-board computer that drives electro-mechanical 
actuators at the knees. The exoskeleton delivers the 
right torque at the right time to assist knee flexion and 

FEATURES
ONYX has been designed to provide strength 
and endurance to the soldiers, workers, and first 
responders who perform strenuous tasks in difficult 
environments:
• Enhances strength and endurance to carry taxing 

loads over distance
• Enables better handling and support for heavy 

weapons 
• Reduces metabolic cost of transport to improve 

endurance and reduce need for rest breaks 
• Increases ability to traverse stairs, inclines, and rough 

terrain, especially with load
• Reduces stress on leg muscles
• Guides orthopedic alignment to help evenly distribute 

weight and maintain skeletal system alignment to 
avoid overstress and pressure injuries.

DEVELOPMENT STATUS
ONYX is currently available in an advanced prototype 
configuration (TRL-6) for demonstration and test.

ONYX will soon use a common electro-mechanical 
structure and control software, which will be customized 
for firefighting, logistics, and military load transport. 
ONYX is being upgraded to use military-specification 
batteries that are approved for infantry use, to ruggedize 
and improve control box ergonomics, and to incorporate 
faster actuators that generate more torque. All system 
upgrades are the result of soldier feedback.

extension. ONYX ultimately reduces the energy needed 
to cross terrain, squat, or kneel. These benefits are 
most noticeable when ascending or descending stairs or 
navigating inclined surfaces. 


